Abstract-Amazon's recent service disruption and investigations into the underlying causes of similar major outages indicate that cloud outages in future cannot be ruled out with certainty. This paper investigates the idea of tolerating outages by inter-cloud replication, i.e., through service replication on multiple, fail-independent clouds. A challenge in realizing this idea is to minimize performance degradation that inevitably arises when replicas on multiple clouds have to be kept in a mutually consistent state over the Internet. It is addressed by developing a new order protocol that makes the most use of the high bandwidth communication within a cloud and uses the Internet communication to minimum necessary. The protocol also deals with cloud outages and widely differing rates with which service requests can arrive at replicas in different clouds. Experiments performed confirm that the protocol reduces the ordering latencies considerably and also improves throughput.
INTRODUCTION
This paper addresses the availability concerns that arise when a service provider decides to avail cloud-based infrastructures, instead of his own dedicated infrastructure, to host his application. Clients can access a hosted application as a service using the Internet and processing a client's request typically involves accessing and even updating data at the back-end and returning a sequence of responses to the client and/or to client-specified destinations. Such third-party hosted services can range from enterprise services to Scientific computing. In the rest of the paper, we term these hosted services simply as services. Note that a (hosted) service would commonly make use of some of the services offered by a cloud provider; in fact, this usage reliance is a major attraction in opting for cloud infrastructures.
A service, even if built robustly, becomes unavailable when an underlying support service offered by the cloud provider becomes unavailable; we term the latter event as a cloud outage. Consequently, concerns about the availability of a hosted service arise because cloud outages have occurred in the recent past and subsequent investigations reveal that the underlying causes do not readily lend themselves to a permanent, fool-proof fix so that outages in future can be ruled out with certainty. These reasons form the rationale for our work and are expounded below.
Cloud users have recorded outages in major cloud providers over the last three years. Some of these outages had gone on even for hours: Amazon EC2 (2011) [1] , Skype (2010) [19] , Wikipedia (2010) [20] , Paypal (2010) [15] , Google (2010) [10] , two incidents with Gmail (2009) [8, 9] .
Detailed, post-outage investigations reveal that the 'root' events that eventually led to these outages in fact caused anticipated failures (see Table I ) and the cloud system had automated procedures to recover from these failures. In many cases, the recovery procedures had been tested offline to industry standards. Despite all these, the recovery not only did not work but instead caused correct components to fail, leading to an outage. This happened because the system conditions that prevailed at the time did not satisfy some implicit design assumptions in the recovery procedures. [10] For example, the root-event in [10] was a power failure affecting 25% of machines; in Skype's case, it was a system overload that affected 30% of supernodes. In both cases, recovery procedures attempted at shifting the load from affected nodes to healthy nodes; the assumption was that some healthy nodes around a crashed one would be sufficiently under-loaded to take on the extra load. On that occasion, this assumption was not met and the recovery attempt ended up compounding the overload problem. Table  I , taken from [12] , summarizes the root event for each major outage and the recovery procedure (shown in bold) that not only failed to accomplish recovery from a 'supposedly tolerable' failure (shown in italic) but also led ultimately to the outage. The picture that emerges from investigations on these outage incidents can be summarized as follows.
Some system conditions that were not encountered during offline tests emerged in actual deployment and caused bugs/oversights in the design of recovery procedures to manifest into failures which then lead to outages. Some researchers [12] propose regular online, fault-injection testing of recovery procedures (akin to 'fire drills' in institutions). The effectiveness of this approach is questionable given the large-scale and evolving nature of cloud systems; the probability of outage occurrences may well be reduced but cannot be assured to be zero.
Given the complexity involved in eliminating all possible causes of cloud outages [6] , it would only be practical to assume that long-lasting outages are inevitable and that critical, hosted services be supported to tolerate outages. Accomplishing outage-tolerance requires service replication on N, N > 1, clouds, which can be termed as inter-cloud replication, and managing replication efficiently so that the service remains responsive even in the most demanding load conditions. The latter is the core objective of this paper.
Inter-cloud replication is effective against outages as multiple clouds are very unlikely to suffer outages at the same time for two reasons. Different cloud providers tend to employ diverse recovery strategies and their systems are unlikely to encounter the adversarial system conditions at the same time. Inter-cloud replication has recently been investigated for secure storage [2] and our focus here will be on service availability through replication without compromising service responsiveness.
Replication requires that the replicas perform state updates in a consistent manner despite concurrent user access, server crashes and, additionally here, outage occurrences. Replica consistency, in turn, requires that the user requests be identically ordered at all replicas and the overheads incurred for ordering the requests predominantly influences responsiveness of a replicated service. In this paper, we first propose a 2-tier structure for organizing intercloud replication: replication within a cloud forming a crashtolerant but outage-prone entity that is then replicated across multiple clouds. Secondly, we propose an outage-tolerant order protocol that mirrors this 2-tier replication structure. It is designed to make the most of the high bandwidth communication within a cloud and to minimally use the slow, inter-cloud communication over the Internet. Finally, we run experiments to show that the ordering latencies are reduced considerably compared to the inter-cloud replication pursued by the conventional 1-tier approach. These three aspects are the main contributions of the paper.
The paper has the following structure. Next section describes the rationale behind the design choices that led to our 2-tier inter-cloud replication structure. Section III presents the two-stage order protocol for the proposed 2-tier replication structure.
Section IV is on performance comparison that shows that our approach leads to reduced ordering latencies and improved throughput. Section V concludes the paper.
II. CHALLENGES AND DESIGN CHOICES
We use the term server to mean the virtual or physical machine within a cloud that implements a hosted service. Figure 1 depicts the default inter-cloud service replication in which the service is hosted by one server in each of N, N = 3, clouds which we call sites. Servers s j and s k , 0 ≤ j,k ≤ 2, communicate with each other over the Internet and through the firewalls of their respective sites. Internet communication is assumed reliable with retries being automatically carried out when a packet loss or corruption is detected. We assume that servers communicate using TCP/IP. A client of the service can submit its request to any one server. Suppose that requests r 0 and r 1 are submitted respectively to s 0 and s 1 and lead to, upon being processed, updates u 0 and u 1 on the service state. (If, say, r 0 is read-only, then u 0 is null.) Though only two servers directly received one request each, all three servers must carry out both the updates and must do so in the same order: either u 0 followed by u 1 or vice versa; otherwise, the replication is incorrect. This leads to the requirement that the replication management maintain the abstraction of a single server with a single input queue: all requests, irrespective of the site where they are submitted at, enter the single, abstract queue in some order and update, one at a time, the service state held by the single, abstract server. Assumption A1: A server can fail only by crashing and a crashed server recovers or is replaced after an interval of some arbitrary duration. Further, message communication delays between two operative servers are finite but a fixed upper bound on these delays does not exist.
The absence of a fixed bound on delays encapsulates (i) the possibilities of message propagation, especially over the Internet, being unduly delayed, e.g., due to congestion or a transient breakdown, at arbitrary moments, and (ii) hence the impossibility of estimating a bound that is guaranteed to hold on the delays that are to unfold in near future. In particular, it does not mean that the communication can be unreliable nor the delay bound should not be estimated, but merely admits that the delays can exceed any estimate of the bound. 
A. False Suspicions in Dealing with Crashes
In maintaining the 1-server abstraction mentioned earlier, a server crash must be dealt with at some level, irrespective of the replication strategy used. Typically, an operative server observes the crash of another server when the latter's expected response is absent for 'too long'; for example, if an 'are-you-alive' probe is not responded to within a timeout of sufficiently long duration, a crash suspicion is raised. A suspicion correctly indicates a crash only if the timeout duration used is at least as long as the round-trip delay prevailing at that moment; otherwise, it is a false alarm. Thus, a suspicion can be correct or false when it is raised; moreover, a correct one is never contradicted and a false one, on the other hand, is nullified with the passage of time when the expected response arrives later than expected.
To deal with crashes and the uncertainty over suspicions, the following assumptions are made. Assumption A2. N > 2 and at most ¬(N-1)/2¼ servers can fail at the same time.
A2 requires that the causes of server crashes not be correlated. Throughout the paper, we assume that N=3 and the sites involved are denoted as S 0 , S 1 and S 2 (see Fig. 1 , 2). Assumption A3. False crash suspicions are subsequently realized to be false and there is an unknown instance of time after which a correct server is not suspected. Assumption A4. Correct suspicions are eventually made.
Assumptions A3 and A4 are collectively called eventual perfect detection (denoted as ¡P) in the literature [4] .
B. Primary-Backup vs. State Machine Replication
In primary-backup (PB) replication, one of the servers is designated as the primary and the rest as backups. Backup servers forward the requests that they directly received, to the primary which processes the requests and returns the updates to all backups. When the backups agree that the primary has crashed, one of them becomes the new primary.
In state machine replication (SMR, for short), servers exchange with each other the requests that they received directly, order all requests identically and process them in that order [17, 18] . Each server responds only to those requests that it directly received.
Note that servers do not exchange state updates in SMR; whereas, in PB replication, the primary server has to disseminate all state updates to all backups and hence can become a performance bottleneck. So, Choice 1: SMR is chosen with an objective to reduce the ordering overhead as small as possible. In fact, as we shall see later, our approach requires that a server disseminate a directly received request once to every other remote site. Choice 1 is orthogonal to N > 2 in A2 and PB replication is not possible when false suspicions can occur and when N = 2: replication fails when both servers act as primary after (falsely) suspecting each other of having crashed and this situation is commonly referred to as split-brain syndrome.
C. Default approach to Outage Tolerance
A default approach to providing outage tolerance is to use the default replication approach by considering that a server crash is equivalent to a site outage from the perspective of remote servers, even though server crashes are far more common compared to site outages. However, the default approach is readily implementable using the state of art protocols. One of the most efficient protocols available for implementation is Mencius [13] which x is specifically designed for servers communicating over the Internet using TCP/IP, x assumes ¡P detection, x offers several optimization features, and x enables a wrongly isolated server to receive the updates it missed while it was isolated.
D. Proposed Approach to Outage Tolerance
In this paper, we investigate an alternative approach to outage-tolerance which distinguishes site outages from server crashes; a server crash in one site would not even be visible to servers at remote sites. In the proposed approach, server s k , 0 ≤ k ≤ 2, in Fig 1 is replaced by a group of n, n>2 , replicated servers: s 0k , s 1k , …, s nk , which are connected to each other by the high-bandwidth network within the cloud. Each s jk knows the address of, and communicates directly with, every other s j'k' , 0 ≤ k, k' ≤ 2, 0 ≤ j, j' ≤ n using TCP. Assumption A5: Among the n servers of an operative site, A3 and A4 hold and at most ¬(n-1)/2¼ servers can remain crashed at any time. Assumption A6. At most ¬(N-1)/2¼ sites can suffer an outage at the same time.
Throughout the paper, we assume N = n = 3, for brevity, as in Fig 2, even though N ≥ 2 and n > 3 are possible. In the proposed approach, replication therefore involves 9 servers of which up to 3 servers (one in each site) can remain crashed in the absence of any site outage. One option is to let these 9 servers execute an order protocol (e.g., Mencius) for identically ordering the requests to be processed, with the bound f on the number of servers that can crash, set to 3. This option, in addition to having the potential to increase the worst-case overheads due to f being large [7] , cannot handle a site outage at all: a site outage makes three servers unavailable; if each of the operative sites already has one crashed server within, then f is exceeded by 2. So, Choice 2: request ordering is done in two stages:
x Intra-site ordering using any known order protocol (Mencius, here) for f = ¬(n-1)/2¼ = 1, followed by x Inter-site ordering using a new protocol proposed for ¬(N-1)/2¼ =1.
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The new, inter-site ordering protocol treats the server triplet in a given site as a single, reliable unit that can crash only when the site suffers an outage. This means that a server in one site does not have to suspect crashes of a remote server; it only has to suspect outages of remote sites.
As outages are major events, we assume that servers detect site outages reliably, e.g. by using an external oracle or using large timeouts, thus ruling out false outage suspicions. So, we make these additional assumptions: Assumption A7. False outage suspicions do not occur. Assumption A8. An operative server in an operative site correctly and eventually detects a site outage.
Assumptions A7 and A8 are collectively called perfect detection (denoted as P) in the literature [4] . The advantages of the proposed, 2-stage approach are demonstrated by comparing ordering latencies and throughput against those observed in the default approach realized though Mencius. Recall that Mencius is developed for request ordering over the Internet, and hence is the best choice for the default approach; however, the same cannot be said for using it for intra-site ordering as the replicas are connected by highspeed networks. Nevertheless, performance comparisons indicate that two-stage ordering offers considerable performance benefits which lead to a conclusion that benefits of 2-stage ordering would be more, had a protocol (e.g., [14, 3] ) designed specifically for high-speed networks been chosen for intra-site ordering. Figure 2 depicts the replication context for 2-stage ordering. A client submits its request to any site and the site can forward the request to any of the 3 servers. If a client suspects a site outage, he can re-submit his request at another site; similarly, if a server is suspected to have crashed, requests sent to it may be re-forwarded to another server. Duplicates are ordered like the original requests but are filtered out prior to being processed.
III. TWO-STAGE ORDERING OF REQUESTS

A. Background: Mencius
We highlight those aspects of Mencius which are only relevant to 2-stage ordering and refer to [13] for full details. For presenting these relevant aspects, we will assume the context of the default approach depicted in Fig 1 where servers s 0 , s 1 and s 2 , respectively in sites S 0 , S 1 and S 2 , decide on an identical processing order for the client requests.
An execution of any order protocol involves running an infinite sequence of ordering instances; each instance is uniquely numbered using a natural number i {0,1,2,…} assigned in the increasing order with no gaps. Several instances may be run concurrently at any given moment. The i th instance assigns some request r the order number o=i. The assignment is irreversible and unanimous across all servers. The requests are processed (by all servers) as per the o assigned to them. Mencius divides the (infinite) set of all natural numbers into three disjoint (infinite) subsets, when there are three servers (as assumed here). It uniquely assigns a subset to each server and a server initiates instances numbered from the subset assigned to it.
For brevity, let server s k , 0≤k≤2, be assigned the subset of {k, k+3, k+6, …}. A counter C k (initialized to k) holds the instance number to be initiated next by server s k . When s k receives a request r from a client, it initiates an instance for r with number i = C k , increments C k by 3 and coordinates the i th instance so that o of r = i. If all servers are busy receiving client requests, at least three instances would be concurrently running. If, on the other hand, one server hardly receives requests or receives requests at a smaller rate, then the instance numbers of that server will not get assigned or will get assigned at a reduced rate. The requests of busy servers cannot be processed if the numbers assigned to them are larger than the number yet to be assigned by the slow server. To handle this problem, servers are permitted to skip instances by assigning the skipped numbers to null requests. Mencius ordering guarantees the following three properties: 1. If a server learns that a non-null r is assigned the order number o, then r has been submitted by a client; (validity) 2. If a server seeks to order a non-null r and remains operative for long enough, then r would be learnt to have been assigned an order number; (liveness) and, 3. Whenever a server learns that a null or non-null r is assigned an order number o, then every other operative server will eventually learn, or has already learnt, that r is assigned the order number o (unanimity).
B. Two Stage Ordering
We first present the principle involved in 2-stage ordering, which consists of three steps. The three servers of each site k, s 0k , s 1k and s 2k , execute Mencius (only) amongst themselves and order all requests submitted at site k. Thus, three executions of Mencius, one in each site, take place in parallel. Note that these executions do not require inter-site communication over the Internet, but only intra-site message exchanges over the high-speed networks of each cloud. Each of them leads to servers of a given site generating an identical stream of requests. This stream is referred to as the local stream (local to a given site) in Fig 3 where the site index, abbreviated to SI, denotes the value of k{0,1,2}. 
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Step 2-each site converts its local streams to global
Step The next two steps involve merging these three local streams into a global stream, while preserving the order within each local stream. An ordered request in the local stream of site k with order number o is assigned a global order number go as: go = 3×o + k. The global stream is then composed as the stream of requests in all three streams, arranged in the increasing order of their go.
Next, we present some definitions and then describe a protocol for implementing the last two steps in a distributed manner. The protocol is then extended to deal with outage detections and sites receiving requests at unequal rates. Definition 1: r' < l r. Let r' and r be two requests that have been ordered using Mencius in a given site and assigned the order numbers o' and o respectively. r' < l r if and only if o' < o. Note that r' < l r go' < go. Definition 2: r' < r. Let r' and r be any two requests that have been assigned the global order numbers go' and go respectively. r' < r if and only if go' < go.
We will denote a server s j , 0 ≤ j ≤ 2, in site k, 0 ≤ k ≤ 2, as s jk , and the assignment of a global order number go to a request r as (r, go). Recall that the unanimity property of Mencius guarantees that when a server s jk assigns o to r (through Mencius ordering), every other operative server s j'k , j'≠ j, will assign or would have already assigned o to r. So, any assignment (r, go) originating at site k is already, or would soon be, known to at least two servers in site k. Definition 3: Stability and global stability for (r, go). An assignment (r, go) is said to be stable in site k if it is, or would be, known to at least two servers in site k. (r, go) is said to be globally stable if it is stable in at least two sites. Each server s jk maintains GS jk as above and executes the following five steps to carry out activity 1; the first two steps are executed at the site where (r, go) is generated and the last three at a remote site.
1) Protocol: Normal Part
Step 1.1: When s jk generates (r, go), it transmits propose((r, go), k) in parallel (using distinct TCP/IP sockets) to all servers in each remote site.
Step 1.2 (a) s jk waits until it is known that the TCP communication in step 1.1 terminates for at least two servers in each remote site; (b) s jk then transmits propose((r, go), k) to each server in the local site k to indicate that (r, go) is now globally stable.
Since a TCP connection is reliable, any operative destination will receive propose((r, go), k) so long as s jk is operative until its TCP transmission completes. When s jk executes step 1.2(b), an operative remote site is guaranteed to have one correct server having already received propose((r, go), k) even if another server in that site crashes soon after receiving propose((r, go), k) from s jk . Steps 1.3-1.5 below ensure that (r, go) gets stable at any operative remote site. Note also that if s jk crashes or if site k suffers an outage before s jk can complete step 1.2(a), propose((r, go) , k) from s jk will not be sent within site k.
Optimization: A server s jk executes Steps 1.1 and 1.2 only when a timeout of random duration expires, and only for those requests r that s jk locally-ordered (using Mencius) during the timeout duration and for which a propose((r, go), k) has not been received from another server in the local site. This arrangement reduces the likelihood of more than one server attempting to globally stabilize the same (r, go). Timeout durations may be exponentially distributed with mean = 3 times the upper bound estimates of intra-site transmission delays observed, as Mencius takes at most 3 sequential intra-site communication to order a local request. (Mencius maintains an estimate of the upper bound on delays due to its ¡P assumption).
A server s jk executes the following steps to globally stabilize (r, go) proposed from a remote site k':
Step 1.3: When s jk receives propose((r, go), k') from a server of (remote) site k', it forwards the proposal to all other servers in the local site.
Step 1.4: When s j'k receives propose((r, go), k') from a server of local site, it forwards the proposal to all other servers in the local site, if it has not already done so.
Step 1.5: A server of site k concludes that (r, go) of site k' is stabilized in the local site (and also globally), if it (i) has sent propose((r, go), k') within the local site and (ii) has received a propose((r, go), k') from another local server.
Observations: When a request r is locally ordered in site k, the assignment of go to r and the global-stabilization of (r, go) are not affected by how fast or how slow the requests are being submitted in other sites. More specifically, a server s jk does not have to await any acknowledgement (above the TCP level) from the remote servers for the propose ((r, go) , k) it transmitted in step 1.1.
Similarly, entering a globally stabilized (r, go) into GS depends only on whether earlier local requests have been globally stabilized (see Activity 2). However, processing a local request does depend on how fast/slow remote requests being globally stabilized (see Activity 3) .
2) Dealing with idle or non-busy sites. When s jk receives propose((r', go'), k') from a server of (remote) site k' for a non-null r', the desirable situation would be that s jk or some other local server has already assigned (r, go) or is likely to do so shortly such that go ≥ go' -k' + k, i.e., go -k ≥ go'-k'. Let o mx denote the largest Mencius instance initiated within site k at the time when s jk receives propose((r', go'), k'). For the desirable situation to prevail we should have o mx ≥ (go' -k')/3, given that o is related to go in site k as go = (3×o+k).
Recall that server s jk maintains counter C jk to hold the instance number to be used next in Mencius ordering (see subsection IIIA); also that C jk is incremented by 3. To ensure that o mx ≥ (go' -k')/3, s jk should have (C jk -3) ≥ (go' -k')/3; if it does not, it initiates new instances using null requests until C jk ≥ (go' -k')/3)+3.
3) Dealing with an outage detection. It consists of 5 steps: (i) flushing all proposals received directly from the detected site, say, k', for stabilization at the local site; (ii) estimating the largest go of all propose((r, go), k') which might have been considered as globally stable within k' just before outage; (iii) agreeing on the estimates of (ii) and isolating k'; (iv) continued isolation of k', if necessary, and (v) re-admitting k' after recovery.
Step 2.1: When server s jk detects an outage of site k', it acts on any propose ((r, go) , k') that it has received directly from site k', but has not yet handled as per Step 1.3. After having handled all such propose((r, go), k'), s jk sends a 'flush' message to other local servers.
Step 2.1 ends when s jk (i) has sent its flush message and received one from another local server, and (ii) knows that all propose((r, go), k') that it received directly from k' are stable in site k. (Step 1.5 stipulates how s jk can deduce whether a propose((r, go), k') is stable in site k; also, recall that whenever another server in site k, say, s j'k receives a propose((r, go), k') from s jk , it deals with the received proposal as per Step 1.4. )
Remark 1: Suppose that the assignment (r, go) was generated at site k' and was regarded to be globally stable by servers of k' prior to site outage. Due to Step 1.2, at least two servers in site k or at least one correct server if site k has a crashed server would have received propose((r, go), k') prior to outage detection as the latter is assumed to be perfect.
Step 2.1 is not completed until s jk receives a flush message from another server in site k; therefore, if s jk has not received propose ((r, go) , k') directly from site k', it must receive that proposal from a local server while awaiting to receive a flush message. When s jk receives the proposal for the first time from a local server, it executes Step 1.4 and also deduces that propose ((r, go) , k') is stable in site k.
Step 2.2: Server s jk generates a special request called site_revoke, denoted as, SR. The request has two fields SR.site and SR.G which are respectively set to k' and the largest (r', go) from site k' which s jk knows to be stable in site k. s jk then initiates a Mencius instance to order SR.
Remark 2: If a server of site k' has transmitted propose((r, go), k'), say, to just one server in one remote site, say, k, prior to the outage of site k', then no server in site k' would have regarded (r, go) as globally stable and this fact cannot be deduced accurately by remote servers. When site k has three operative servers, they may deduce the (local) stabilization of propose((r, go), k') either before or after forming their respective SR. Hence, SR.G of two servers may not be the same and the difference refers to the proposals not considered as globally stable in the failed site. Each of these proposals can either be treated as null or be made globally stable and processed prior to isolating site k'; but the decision needs to be the same for all servers which is accomplished by intra-site ordering of SR requests.
Step 2.3: Server s jk waits until its GS jk has at least two SR entries from each of the two operative sites. has not yet recovered and the service state of its servers not been updated until then.
Step 2.5: When server s jk learns that site k' has recovered and the service state of its servers has been updated, it generates a special request called site_admit, denoted as SA, with fields SA.site and SA.G set to k' and the current value of G jk , respectively; steps 2.2 and 2.3 are executed with SA (instead of SR) and G jk computed at the end of step 2.3 is the first go to be used by the servers of the re-instated site k'.
IV. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
We compare the performance of 2-Stage ordering and of Mencius in the default approach when site outages and crashes do not occur. The comparison metrics are 3-fold:
Throughput determines the average number of requests ordered by a server per second. (Note: ordering refers to global ordering in the 2-Stage approach.) Recall that all servers order all requests irrespective of the submission site. Hence, the ideal throughput value should be the sum of the average rates at which requests are being submitted in each site. A shortfall indicates server saturation.
Minimum latency denotes the time elapsed between the instance when a request is submitted and the instance when the first server orders that request; similarly, maximum latency refers to the duration required for the last operative server in the system to order that request. Note that the first and last servers could be different for different requests.
To conduct experiments, both protocols are implemented in Java and each server is a 1.86 GHz Intel Core (TM) 2 PC with 2.0 GB memory running Fedora 12. The default approach used 3 machines as in Fig 1; and in 2-stage ordering, a group of 3 machines forms a site as in Fig 2. All the machines were part of a single cluster (connected by a LAN) and the inter-site communication was both simulated and emulated, leading to three classes of experiments.
Class I -In this class of experiments, a LAN that physically connects all servers and hence LAN is the Internet. Class I experiments attribute the smallest possible values (approximately 3 milliseconds) to communication delays, thus exposing how much a protocol can gain in performance due to short delays over the 'Internet'.
Class II -Internet delays are simulated using DummyNet [16] . They were fixed at 25 milliseconds (ms), 50 ms and 100 ms.
Class III -Internet delays are emulated using the traces taken in a real experiment [5, 11] ; magnitudes and variations of delays between different sites are different. Request Arrivals: In all our experiments, all three sites are equally loaded; the inter-arrival intervals between successive requests at a given site are uniformly distributed with a mean that is referred to as the average inter-arrival interval per site and is denoted as (1/O) ; the overall request submission rate is therefore 3O, considering all 3 sites.
1/O is varied from 20ms (heavier load), 38ms, 75ms, 150, 1000 ms and 10000ms (lighter load). For these values, the system (of 3 sites) receives requests at the rate of 150, 80, 40, 20, 3 and 0.3 requests per second, respectively.
An experiment consists of 30000 requests being submitted at each site, with an exception of only 10000 requests when 1/O = 10000 ms. In the 2-stage ordering, requests at a given site are equally distributed to the three servers. An experiment was repeated 3 times when 1/O = 10000ms, and 5 times for all other 1/O; the results we report next are the averages over these experiments.
Finally, it would be useful to view the following results together with the rationale behind conducting the three classes of experiments: Class I represents an extreme case, perhaps a futuristic scenario, where the Internet traffic becomes as fast as today's LANs. Class III represents the most practical scenario in which the Internet delays observed are being used. Class II results aim to show the trend in throughput and latencies as the internet delays are varied. Table II shows throughputs for each protocol in Class III experiments. For 1/O = 20 ms, the throughput observed is below the ideal (150 per second), and the drop is larger for the default approach. This indicates that 1/O=20 is the smallest we could have used. As 1/O increases, the throughput approaches to the ideal value. This trend is present in all experiments we carried out and hence we show the relative performance of the protocols in Table III .
A. Results
1) Throughput
We define Gain in throughput, Gain_T, as: (T 2S -T D )/T D , where T 2S and T D are the throughput values observed in 2-stage ordering and in the default approach, respectively. Table III presents Gain_T (in %) all of which are nonnegative, indicating that T 2S ≥ T D . This is not surprising as there are 3 servers per site in 2-Stage ordering. On the other hand, it also shows the advantages that these extra servers bring. Further, referring to Table II, the default approach starts saturating for 1/O = 150 ms which amounts to the overall submission rate of just 20 requests per second, where as the 2-stage ordering shows a similar trend at 40 requests per second. We also observe that gain in Class I and Class III experiments are similar, indicating that the delays over the Internet do not affect the throughput much. and hence performs faster; also that the 2_stage ordering gets faster as the delays over the Internet increase. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed an approach for replicating a critical service on N, N=3, outage-independent clouds to tolerate a single cloud outage. It involves replicating the service not only across clouds but also within each cloud. For intracloud replication, we have chosen to use state machine replication and explained the rationale behind this choice. In this form of replication, service responsiveness is predominantly dependent on the overhead imposed by the order protocol. We have addressed this concern by proposing a two-stage ordering protocol and compared its overhead with that of Mencius [13] using which, as we have described earlier, an outage-tolerant replication can be readily implemented as well. Experiments carried out confirm that the proposed approach makes the best use of shorter intracloud communication delays, leading to substantial throughput gains and reduced latencies. Finally, we note that our approach can also work for N=2 (with a minimum of 6 servers), while the default approach requires N≥3.
